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Make Plans to Attend

Mardi Gras at the Brickyard Rally
That’s right. Come celebrate Mardi Gras aw the next Diesel 
RV Club’s rally March 3 - 8, 2019 in Americus, Georgia at 
the KOA. VP Rally Master, Lou Ann Alvarez, and the Rally 
Hosts are planning to make this rally something special.

As with other rallies, there will be the scheduled technical 
seminars and craft sessions as well as the free afternoon 
for sightseeing. Bean Bag Baseball will also return but, 
because of the facility, there will also be a Disc Golf Tour-
nament. There will even be a Peter Pan Play for Thursday 

night’s entertainment and after dinner games available 
two nights.

If you haven’t registered, please do so soon. There are still 
sites available. And, keep in mind that the rally prior to the 
FMCA Convention and Expo which will be in Perry which 
is a short distance from Americus. To register, click here 
or go to the following URL. 
http://www.dieselrvclub.org/event-3069572

FMCA’s 99th International
Convention and RV Expo 

Peachy in Perry
FMCA has an exciting Convention planned for Perry, 
Georgia in March. Though FMCA returns there regularly, 
this convention will be a bit different from previous ones 
in terms of chapter engagement. The organization has 
announced a new approach to enable Chapters to do an 
improved job of reaching out and engaging with conven-
tion attendees. To that end, Diesel RV Club will participate 
in the Chapter Fair on Wednesday, March 13. In addition, 
FMCA will make an RV parking space available to the Club 
on Thursday for the Chapter Block Party to be held March 
14 at 5:30 PM.

All Diesel RV Club members planning to attend the FMCA 
Convention in Perry are invited to stop by the Club’s table 
at the Chapter Fair to learn the location of the Block Party. 
In addition, we’ve set both the Chapter Fair and the Block 
Party as events on the Club website so members can RSVP. 
This will allow you to inform leadership of your intent to 
attend one or both activities and trigger a follow-up email 
as a reminder. Go to http://www.dieselrvclub.org/Rallies 
and scroll down the page to register for an event.
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I am pleased to welcome the 32 new members who joined 
Diesel RV Club in the past month taking advantage of our 
1st Year Free offer. This offer was extended to new mem-
bers of FMCA who have joined since January 2018. Since 
the program was restructured this summer we have added 
a total of 52 new Diesel RV Club members. To these new 
members, and all members, we hope you take advantage 
of the opportunity to learn at our online technical forum 
as well as the rally seminars while enjoying your RVing 
adventures with us.  Of course, everyone is encouraged to 
attend one of our rallies. 

This issue of Travelore is sent to recent new FMCA mem-
bers. We invite you to learn more about our Club, activities 
and information we offer to aid in your enjoyment of your 
RV; please take advantage of our 1st Year Free member-
ship offer (just select the 1st Year Free option when enroll-
ing at our web site).

See you down the road, hopefully at Americus or Perry —

Rod

The Officer’s Corner
Rod Kenly, President

2018 is quickly drawing to a close and winter is almost 
here. Thanksgiving is in the rearview mirror by a few 
weeks and Christmas is right around the corner. I have 
“almost” all my Christmas shopping done. It is definitely 
cooling off – we had a sprinkling of snow in the Sierras 
that is obvious when I look out my front door. .

Right after Christmas, we will be heading for Indio, CA 
and the Western Area FMCA event. It has been held in 
Indio for the 30+ years and is always an interesting event. 
For sure, it feels like a reunion.

At the end of February we will be heading for the Diesel 
RV Club rally in Americus, Georgia March 3 - 8. Following 
soon after will be the FMCA winter event at Perry, Georgia 
which runs from March 13 - 16.

We are looking forward to all of these events. Our Diesel 
RV Club (along with the Carolina Pelicans) are being asked 
to help provide security for the event at Perry. If you sign 
up, you get to arrive early at the event (March 10th, which 
is three days in advance of the official start). FMCA really 
depends on volunteers – so consider signing up. These 
positions are sitting positions and involve the seminars, 
new RV display areas, etc. You should have received an 
email from the Club regarding this opportunity. For sure, 
it allows you to meet a broad range of attendees and even 
develop new friendships.

Our rally, Mardi Gras at the Brick Yard, is looking to be a 
great event. Our rally hosts are doing a great job in plan-
ning this. In fact, we’ll have some new activities. I’m really 
looking forward to this rally and I truly hope we sell out! 
There is still time to register as, at present, only 13 have 
registered.
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CHAPTER FAIR
  March 14 - 10:45 a.m.
BLOCK PART Y
  March 15 - 5:30 p.m.
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How They Work

Diesel Engines and Turbochargers
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continued on page 10

NE OF THE ESSENTIAL components of a modern diesel engine is the turbocharger. As many of you 

of diesel. In developing this article, attention was placed on how Cummins implements the use of the tur-
bocharging systems. Though the technology is essentially similar, there are differences in turbochargers 
and the application to which they are best applied just as there are difference in diesel engines and their 
implementations. The basic technology in both, however, remains constant.

know, Cummins engines have been installed in more RVs in the last ten years than any other brand 

This article is intended to take some of the mystery away 
and provide an understanding of how and why diesel 
engines with turbochargers are used in today’s over-the-
road engines. The first in a series, other subjects to be cov-
ered in subsequent 
issues of “Travelore” 
will deal with the 
following topics:

- The charge air 
cooler (CAC)

- Operational 
issues of a turbo-
charger (includ-
ing the impor-
tance of filtration 
and drying)

- Best practices 
(starting, driv-
ing and shutting 
down)

- Differences 
between the 
genset engine 
and the chassis 
engine

- Diesel technology and the EPA (Environmental Protec-
tion Agency)

Diesel Engine Design  
The diesel engine (a compression-ignition engine) was 
named after Rudolf Diesel. Diesel engines have much 
higher thermal efficiency (engine efficiency) than typical 
gas engines. This means that by contrast, a diesel engine 
has greater pulling power than a typical gas one making 
it an ideal engine for moving heavy equipment, such as a 
Class A motorhome or a heavy-duty pickup towing a long 
fifth wheel trailer. 

As mentioned, a diesel engine is an internal combustion 
engine in which the ignition of fuel, injected into the 
combustion chamber, spontaneously combusts from the 
increased temperature in the cylinder. The high tempera-

ture is the result 
of a higher level of 
compression The 
compression ratio 
in a gas engine 
is approximately 
one-half that of the 
typical diesel (gas 
engines are in the 
10:1 range while 
most large diesels 
are around 18:1 
range or greater). 
To stop a running 
diesel, it is critical 
to cut the flow of 
fuel which, essen-
tially, starves the 
engine.

In cold weather 
situations, additional sources of heat may be used to aid 
in starting a diesel. But, once up and running, the engine 
continues to operate unassisted by other heat sources.  
Modern diesel engines may use intake manifold heaters to 
aid in starting when cold.  Additionally, most diesel-pow-
ered RV’s have 120 volt AC-powered or Aqua-Hot block 
heaters that can be used to pre-warm the engine in very 
cold temperatures.

The Turbocharger
While an engine can breathe in and operate on surround-
ing air collected through intake valves, it’s not ideal. 
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Inside a Holset Turbocharger
Holset Turbochargers, engineered and manufactured 
by Cummins, have set the standard for turbocharger 

technology and design for over 60 years. Holset builds 
in high standards of product quality, safety and superior 
performance for every Cummins diesel engine.
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This is fifth and last of article concerning the processing of 
water in our RVs, I will present some facts while providing 
my opinion on what should be done. Your opinions may 
be different than mine, but I will try to present the data as 
clearly as I can.

In the last four articles I discussed the following subjects:
• Water Input
• Water Filtering
• Water Softening
• Water Conditioning

I hope that you have found at least some of the informa-
tion provided to be of use and a starting point for you to 
learn even more. Now let’s get started.

In the first four articles, I discussed getting water from 
your residence or 
RV park to your 
motorhome through 
two filters. Their 
purpose was to 
clean the water and 
improve the taste. 
In article three, my 
recommendation was 
that the two, 10-inch 
cartridges (and housings) performing the functions of 
filtering sediment with a 1-micron capability and a carbon 
block filter with 0.5 micron capability. In the most recent 
article I discussed water softening using a salt-based 
system. 

In this article, I’ll discuss “conditioning,” as opposed to 
softening, the water. A lot of people who sell other things 
to “soften” your water don’t really condition it. They really 
are trying to refer to “softening” the water without using 
salt as the medium. These products are attempting to 
accomplish the same result with magnetic or electronic 
devices (without salt) though achieving varying levels of 
success.

Shown in the inset above is a table which provides a sum-
marized overview of  the various conditioners that are 
generally available and commonly used.

Magnetic and/or electronic water “softeners” are not well 
understood. I have looked at several different units at RV 
shows. It seems that different explanations are offered 
for the process in how they “soften” the water. They’ll also 
state that the hardness chart (from article four) doesn’t 
apply (that should be a clue). There are several studies that 
have been done and the results are mixed. However, there 
are a lot of fans – given their price, and ease of use. (See 
the illustration on the opposite page).

But I will again state – they do not soften the water – they 
might condition the water to where it may reduce scale, 
but the calcium and manganese are still in the water. As a 
result, you do not get the benefits of reduced soap usage.

The other “salt-less” water softeners are systems that use 
citrus based products 
to “soften” the water 
using a chelation 
process. It has been 
determined that they 
partially work in a 
mild or hard water 
situation but struggle 
to work in very hard 
water situations.

The citrus based units use a cartridge that needs replacing 
every six months or so. These cartridges are not cheap, 
and a spare cartridge needs to be carried with you (versus 
going to the store and purchasing four boxes of table salt).

The main thing to keep in mind with respect to the self-
contained, magnetic systems is that they are only effective 
when clamped around copper lines. This is common in a 
house but not common in an RV.

The issue with these units – both the electronic/magnetic 
and citrus based units – is that they are intended for 
systems in which water is used directly from the supply 
source and not stored in a tank. Since they don’t actu-
ally remove anything from the water, they only alter the 
downstream effects while the water is moving through the 
system. If the water is stored in a tank, the effects placed 

Part 5

Water Processing in the Motorhome
by Rod B. Kenly, President

Water Softener Type Effectiveness Maintenance Cost

Salt Water 
Softener Very High High Medium

Magnetic Water 
Conditioner Low Very Low Very Low

Electronic Water 
Conditioner Low Very Low Very Low

Other Saltless
Water Softener Medium Medium High
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three to six months. The shorter timeframe is for heavy 
use of the RV and the longer timeframe, for you own 
health, is an optimum. However, keep in mind the fact 

that I don’t recommend 
them because they are, by 
comparison, inferior on 
many levels.

I high recommend a salt-
based water softener but 
it is not required. Softness 
of water will depend on the 
area in which you gener-
ally travel. Keep in mind 
that the softer the water, 
the less soap has to be used 
to be effective for general 
cleanliness.

I don’t recommend the 
electronic systems at this time. I also steer away from the 
salt-less units because, at this point, have not been shown 
to be effective. The choice is yours but I know which works 
well for me and will also work well for you.

on the water by the unit are lost (based on my reading of 
some of the studies).

The International Asso-
ciation of Plumbing and 
Mechanical Officials 
(IAPMO) is working with 
the National Sanita-
tion Foundation (NSF) 
to develop a standard to 
measure the efficacy of 
magnetic and electronic 
“softeners”.

To wrap up, I believe that 
everyone needs to have at 
least two filters in-line on 
their water system. I believe 
in having separate sedi-
ment and carbon block cartridges with different micron 
specifications. 

If you really only want to use the inexpensive, in-line com-
bination units, I suggest that you change them out every 

Magnetic Fields

ABS Housing

Ceramic Ferrite
Magnets

Water
and Salt

Molecules

Polarized Molecules

Suspended Molecules

CHAPTER FAIR
Take advantage of the opportunity to get 
acquainted with other like-minded folks 
and champion the benefits of Diesel RV 
Club membership. Your DRVC chapter 

has booked a table for the 
FMCA Chapter Fair, 10:45 

a.m. on Wednesday, 
March 13, in Reaves 
Arena. Members 
are invited to join 
us and help share 
the joy of a belong-
ing to DRVC.

MAR 13-16, 2019
GEORGIA NATIONAL
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DRVC 2019 Spring Rally at Americus KOA
• Enjoy five nights of camping with full hookup
• Three hot breakfasts, three catered dinners, one 

potluck dinner,  and one continental breakfast
• Technical seminars and craft sessions
• Group activities, contests, games
• Lifestyle presentations and owner roundtable

99th FMCA International Convention in Perry
• Three nights of camping
• Doughnuts and Coffee each morning
• Seminars through the day, entertainment each night

March 3 - 8, 2019
1619 U.S. Highway 280

Americus, Georgia

Mardi Gras at the Brickyard

Perry

AmericusAmericus

Georgia National
Fairgrounds and
Agricenter

KOA

MontezumaMontezuma

Mardi Gras at the Brickyard Rally
March 3-8, 2019 - Americus

FMCA International Convention
March 13-16, 2019 - Perry
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Sunday, March 3
Registration
Happy Hour
Catered Dinner
Table Games

Monday, March 4
Morning

Breakfast
Group Picture
Seminar
Craft Session

Afternoon
Disc Golf Tournament
Happy Hour
Pot Luck Dinner
Table Games

Tuesday,  March 5
	 Fat	Tuesday
Morning

Breakfast
Seminar
Craft

Afternoon
Happy Hour 
Catered Dinner 
Entertainment

Wednesday, March 6
	 Ash	Wednesday

Free Day to Sight See
Poker Run
Happy Hour

Thursday, March 7
Morning

Breakfast
Seminar
Vegetables with Sam

Afternoon
Bean Bag Baseball
Ice Cream Sundaes
Root Beer Floats
Happy Hour
Catered Dinner
Peter Pan Play

Friday, March 8
Morning

Breakfast (Continental)
Good Byes

Mardi Gras
at the 
Brickyard
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The turbine wheel
The turbine housing
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The compressor wheel
The compressor housing
Forged steel shaft
Compressed air

continued	from	page	4	

How They Work: Diesel Engines and Turbochargers
Oxygen density changes depending on air temperature 
and altitude. To address this, diesel manufacturers 
introduced the first turbochargers in the 1950s. Since 
then, improvements have been made in diesel functional-
ity as well as with the turbochargers used on them.

A turbocharger is critical to the power output and effi-
ciency of the diesel engine. It is the job of the turbo-
charger to compress a great volume of air flowing 
into the engine’s cylinder before the fuel is injected. 
When air is compressed the oxygen molecules are 
packed closer together. The effect is that more fuel 
can be added than for the same size, naturally-aspi-
rated engine. The result is the generation of increased 
mechanical power from the combustion process. There-
fore, the same power can be produced from a smaller 
displacement engine with turbocharging than one that is 
normally aspirated (without turbocharging). This results 
in taking less space as well as a reduction in weight, in 
comparison to a non-turbocharged engine, while contrib-
uting to improved fuel economy.

How a Turbocharger Works
A turbocharger is made up of two main sections: the 
turbine and the compressor (see the illustration on page 
10). The turbine consists of the turbine wheel (1) and the 
turbine housing (2). It is the job of the turbine housing 
to guide the exhaust gas (3) into the turbine wheel. The 
energy from the exhaust gas turns the turbine wheel, and 
the gas then exits the turbine housing through an exhaust 
outlet area (4).

The compressor also consists of two parts: the compressor 
wheel (5) and the compressor housing (6). The compres-
sor’s mode of action is opposite that of the turbine. The 
compressor wheel is attached to the turbine by a forged 
steel shaft (7), and as the turbine turns the compressor 
wheel, the high-velocity spinning draws in air and com-
presses it. The compressor housing then converts the high-
velocity, low-pressure air stream into a high-pressure, 
low-velocity air stream through a process called diffusion. 
The compressed air (8) is pushed into the engine, allowing 
the engine to burn more fuel to produce more power.

A Word about Cummins
According to Cummins, they are the only manufacturer 
focuses on medium to heavy-duty diesel engine turbo 

technologies. They provide fixed, wastegate, variable, 
two-stage, turbo-compounding and waste heat expander 
technologies specifically developed to deliver higher 
efficiency and lower cost while meeting strict emissions 
requirements.

Driving and Operating Tip
Always allow adequate cool-down time before shutting 
down a diesel engine. “Adequate time” will vary with 
conditions. In general, this means allowing the engine to 
operate at normal temperature (pay close attention to the 
temperature guage) for five minutes before shut down 
whether driving in light traffic on level road or idling at 
the destination. This helps all components to return to 
a normal state of operation while maintaining adequate 
lubrication and will add longevity to the engine and it’s 
components. Idling longer than that timeframe at normal 
operating temperature is a waste of fuel and adds noth-
ing to the operating life of a 
modern engine.
__________
Byron Songer, VP Publica-
tions, served as compiler and 
general editor of this article. 
Core graphics were edited from 
material available from Cum-
mins and “How Cars Work”.

Forum.DieselRVClub.org

DIESEL
ENGINE

OTHER

AIR &
COOLING

Forum.DieselRVClub.org
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BLOCK PARTY
Attend the first ever Block Party on Thurs-
day evening, March 14, starting at 5:30 p.m. 
The Diesel RV Club’s Block Party will be 
held in the parking area at a site to be 
designated by FMCA. This is an informal 
opportunity to visit with other members 
when no other FMCA programming will 

conflict. Refreshments and appetiz-
ers will be provided by the 

Club.

RSVP to the email 
reminder when 
received. It will also 
provide the specific 
site of the Block 
Party.

A company that makes RV cell phone booster products 
recently published an entertaining look at the modern 
RVers lifestyle. Look below at the information that’s based 
on data compiled from several industry sources, including 
the Recreational Vehicle Industry of America (RVIA).

RVs in the USA
• More than 9 million households in the US own RVs.1

• The number of Full-time RVers in the US now hovers 
around 1 million.2

• The average RVer travels 4,000 miles per year.4

• 21% of US households intend to purchase an RV at 
some point in the future.2

• RVing is 45% less expensive than air/hotel vaca-
tions.1

Today’s Typical RV Owners
• Average age is about 48.2

• Travel three weeks annually.5

• Has an annual household income of approximately 
$68,000.2

• 90% of owners say that it is the best way to travel 
with kids.6

Other Interesting Facts
• 80% of all RVs are manufactured in Elkhart County, 

Indiana.7

• Free WiFi ranked as 3rd most important amenity 
for RV campers, behind clean bathrooms and kid-
friendly environments.11

• 4 out of 7 travelers preferred traveling in an owned 
or rented RV rather than using other modes of trans-
portation.8

• A familyof 4 can save an average of $120 on food for 
RV travel vs. hotel use.9

• Most Walmarts and Cracker Barrels provide free 
overnight parking for RVers as do some big-box out-
door stores such as Cabella’s.10

• April is the most popular month to go RVing fol-
lowed by June, July, and September.6

Most Popular RV Destinations
1. Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming
2. Grand Canyon National Park, Arizona
3. Redwood National Park, California
4. Crater Lake National Park, Oregon
5. Colonial Williamsburg, Virginia
6. Fairbanks, Alaska
7. Yosemite National Park, California
8. Mount Rushmore National Memorial, South Dakota
9. Key West, Florida
10. Walt Disney World, Florida

__________
1 - www.rvia.org
2 - rv-roadtrips.thefuntimesguide.com
3 - scholarworkd. umass.edu
4 - www.rvupgradestore.com
5 - www.rvia.org
6 - www.nielsonrv.com
7 - www.triamrv.com
8 - visual.ly/interesting-facts-about-life-road
9 - www.pinterest.com
10 - blog.campersinn.com

Survey of Modern RVers Reveals Interesting Info
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Financial…

The Diesel RV Club operates as a non-profit organization 
under the Internal Revenue Code 501(c) 7 and, therefore, 
follows cash basis accounting rules.  In the normal course 
collecting rally fees and deposits from the date the a rally 
is announced, it is customary for the income received each 

	 	 	 Renewal		Renewal
Level	 Total	 Active	 Overdue	 Pending

1st Year Free to New FMCA 52 52 - -
Family Associate Member - - - -
ForumPlus 30 14 11 15
Regular 315 249 48 66

Total 397 315 59 81

As of November 30, 3018, there was a total of $56,685.32 
in the Club’s checking account. An additional $1,641.56 
was the net balance in the PayPal account available to be 
transferred to checking. The Club does not have outstand-
ing liabilities.

Income	Statement	for	the	period	of	01/01/2018	to	11/30/2018

Account No. Account Name Amount
Income

4000 Dues Income $ 5,989.44
4100 Rally Income  16,872.00
4200 Merchandise Income  672.50
4400 Advertising Income  311.34
4500 Preferred Partner Income  718.52
Total Income  $ 24,563.80

Expense
5000 Newsletter Printing $ 1,713.11
5010 Forum Web Site Expense  238.10
5020 Membership Web Site Expense  59.12
5030 Membership PayPal Expense  104.80
5040 Postage  211.88
5100 Bank Fees  3.00
5200 Rally Expense  22,105.59
5202 Officer Rally Mileage Expense  3,432.54
5203 Officer FMCA Rally Expense  1,321.38
5300 Merchandise Expense  15.43
5400 Accounting Software Expense  300.00
5500 Board Meeting Expense  35.05
5800 Office Supply Expense  155.71
5900 Unallocated Expense  418.98
Total Expense  $ 30,114.69

Net Income (Loss)  $ -5,550.89

Balance	Sheet	as	of	11/30/2018

Account No. Account Name  Amount
Assets

1000 Checking $ 56,685.32
1050 PayPal  1,641.56
1100 Merchandise Inventory  1,949.00

Total Assets  $ 60,275.88

Financial and Membership Report
Membership…

As of November 31, we have a total of 315 active mem-
berships including 52 1st Year Free memberships issued 
this year. A significant number of memberships renew 
on November 1 of each year which is included in the 81 
memberships reported below as Pending Renewal. The 
memberships of additional 59 members are beyond the 
grace period and have become overdue.

year to include rally fees to be expended in the following 
year. During 2017, a total of $4,258 was received before 
December 31, 2017 for expenses to be made in 2018. In 
addition, we have pre-paid fees for a rally to be held in 
2019 in the amount of $750. These two items total $5,009 
and represent all but approximately $225 of the rally 
expense over revenue during 2018.

Which of these RV owners meet your 
definition of a “full-time RVer”?
Someone who lives in an RV year-round 
in an RV park   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  12%

Someone who lives full-time in a 
park model RV   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  4%

Snowbirds who stay in two 
spots a year   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  15%

RVers who travel all year, staying in 
many places   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  41%

Someone who lives in an RV full-time on 
someone’s private property   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  7%

Workers who travel for work, living in RVs for 
long periods in one place   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  11%

Poor people who live in old RVs on the streets 
and in parking lots   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  5%

Other (does not fit one of the 
lifestyles listed above)   .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  5%

Source: Results of a recent survey conducted by RV Travel.
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Jon Walker, President of FMCA

My Vision for FMCA
FMCA’s Purpose

First, I’d like to share with you the 
original (and current) purpose 
of FMCA.  Our organization was 
founded to bring together RV owners 
who share similar interests. Interests 
like congenial traveling and social 
activities in the spirit of friendly and 
wholesome family fellowship. This 
philosophy is just as relevant today as 
it was when we formed in 1963. It will 
continue to shape our efforts in the 
years ahead.

However, we have some serious chal-
lenges facing us as an organization. 
Similarly, many other organizations 
throughout our communities face 

its 100th International Convention & RV Expo in Minot, 
North Dakota.  It’s my hope that our membership engage-
ment initiative will lay the foundation for building a more 
member-driven — and responsive — organization as we 
begin our next adventure!

Again, I appreciate your time and welcome your help. I 
hope to see you at a future convention, too. Please take 
our survey!

Sincerely,

them, too. If we want to continue enjoying the many ways 
we benefit from FMCA membership, it’s important for us 
to explore ways to evolve the culture of our organization. 
Our organization needs to become a more member-driven 
model. One that can sustain us and help us grow, long 
into the future. Members need to be made more aware of 
opportunities (committee assignments, project teams, 
etc.) as well as be invited to share in any one of our club’s 
many decision-making processes.

Members, I Need Your Help

Earlier this year, I asked several of our FMCA members 
to serve on a Membership Engagement Committee. 
They helped me with a video that expresses my “member 
driven” vision. They also developed a quick survey that 
asks about your expectations and concerns.

Members, you can become “engaged” right now by watch-
ing my video and taking the survey.  The survey will 
remain open until after the first of the year (2019). Results 
will be shared with our members soon thereafter. We value 
your input and we want to listen.

You will hear more about membership engagement and 
my vision for FMCA during our time in Perry, Georgia. 
FMCA’s 99th International Convention & RV Expo in 
March 2019. And in August 2019, FMCA will celebrate 

Aerial view of an FMCA convention at the Georgia National Fairgrounds and Agri-
center in Perry. RVs are parked around the grounds in clusters, often by chapter.

To view the video referenced above, go to:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VFRhyuUIxcE&featu
re=youtu.be

To take the survey Mr. Walker wrote about, go to:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/RMCBY2R

This article may be viewed online at:
https://fmcadventure.com/2018/10/30/myvision/
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Untethered Part Two

Digital Connections while On the Road
by Byron Songer, VP Publications

The following article is can be viewed as a follow-up to one 
I wrote for the June 2018 issue of Travelore. It can also be 
viewed as a standalone article about wireless technology.

1) Not all wireless communication is equal. The primary 
reason is that the FCC has provisioned the wide spec-
trum of radio frequencies and assigned certain fre-
quencies and channels (which are divided frequencies) 
for particular uses across the United States. This is to 
insure that your cell phone doesn’t interfere with your 
television or car radio. Devices, to comply with FCC 
regulations, must communicate within an assigned 
spectrum or a specific channel.

2) Cellular voice and data don’t communicate at the same 
level. Ever wonder why you can make a cell phone 
call but can’t get an text message to go through? The 
answer is simple. Voice communication and data (the 
basis of network computing) must operate at different 
frequencies. (Yes, your cell phone actually has more 
than one radio installed in it.)

3) WiFi (the trade name for wireless fidelity data net-
working) is not the same as Bluetooth or cellular voice/
data communication. This is really confusing to many 
consumers. As common as WiFi has become, it remains 
a mystery to many. The main reason for this is a lack 
of adequate education (concern for) understanding. 
People just expect it to work magically simply because 
they paid for it.

Ranges of Capability
I now turn my attention to developing an understanding 
of the effectiveness and reasons for existence of the wide 
variety of wireless technologies. Hang with me, please, 
because I want to make this as simple as possible.

1) Infrared - This is probably one of the oldest wireless 
methods around. Nearly all remote controls oper-
ate using this technology. It is direct line-of-sight. 
In other words, there must be a clear path between 
devices. If anything gets in the way, the remote control 
will not communicate with the host device whether it’s 
a TV or a DVD player.

2) Bluetooth - Many people begin to understand when 
the explanation is given that Bluetooth is the wireless 
equivalent to USB. Having said that, it is designed for 
“peripheral” devices such as a printer, scanner, head-
phone, earphone, or whatever. Bluetooth is effective 

continued on next page

Whether you’ve asked yourselves 
these questions, they have probably 
crossed your mind even if only in a 
subliminal fashion. This brief article 

may help you in understanding some of the chal-
lenges and, perhaps, will provide a direction you 
can go for a solution that works for you.

Let’s start with the basic stuff; defining what 
is meant by the word “wireless”. I will be the 
first to tell you that it comes straight from the 

world of technology where “it depends” is absolutely vital 
to understanding. We live in a wireless world. In coming 
from a wired world, it can seem daunting to figure out 
what is meant. Simply put, in the 21st century it means 
connecting things without using wires. For instance, the 
remote control for your television is wireless. Those old 
things we called portable phones that were connected to 
land lines worked wirelessly if you could talk and roam 
around the house at the same time. Then came cell phones 
and the ability to have a personal communicating device 
to have with you in the car or walking down the street. 
They worked wirelessly. The next great invention in the 
consumer space was wireless networking. This meant you 
could be anywhere in your house and still use a laptop 
computer without plugging into a network cable because 
you had a WiFi router placed somewhere out of sight. Then 
came smart devices and always-connected capabilities 
while accessing the Internet wirelessly.

A Wireless Primer
All of these devices are “wireless” because the do not use 
cables to devices or appliances. They also have something 
else in common; radios tuned to specific frequencies or 
channels to enable them to “do their thing.” And this is 
where it gets confusing for many consumers: How can I 
tell the difference? After asking this question the next one 
probably comes into play: What kind of performance can I 
expect?

These are great questions. They are ones I’ll briefly address.
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up to 30 feet under optimal conditions. Though it is a 
line-of-sight technology, things can be in the way since 
the radio waves are bouncing around in the air in a 
somewhat random fashion.

3) Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) - OK folks, I will admit, 
this is where it begins to get a bit difficult to under-
stand so hang on. WiFi became a networking standard 
almost twenty years ago. If you ever worked in an 
office or school twenty or more years ago, if you were 
connected to the office network via an Ethernet cable 
you were considered  up-to-date. Further, if you were 
connected to the Internet so you could send or receive 
emails, you were in a very connected (networked) 
environment. And, if the wire was disconnected, you 
were isolated.

4) Cellular - Don’t worry. I’m not going to geek out on 
you, just keep in mind that AT&T and Verizon use 
the term (wireless) in rather imprecise ways. Sure, it 
is wireless but it is really a bit more than that. I wish 
they’d stick with cellular voice or cellular data. But, 
since they do bundle a bunch of services and capa-
bilities together, they seem to take advantage of the 
opportunity to confuse things by just saying wireless.

The World of WiFi
WiFi has nearly replaced all of those miles of wire in an 
office while making pervasive use of it in our homes, 
restaurants, stores, and campgrounds. Little did we know 
even 15 years ago that we’d be using it so heavily today. 
Even some of us living in sticks and bricks have WiFi-
enabled security cameras that, in turn, transmit data to 
our smartphones so we can see who ringing the doorbell.

WiFi, like other wireless technologies, does have it’s spe-
cific uses and specific limitations. Yes, it’s a line-of-sight 
technology but things can interrupt the signal even when 
bouncing around space you inhabit.

WiFi has been implemented in different versions. Origi-
nally, it was used to communicate at a certain speed for 
up to a certain distance. In the beginning it operated at 
11 mbs (megabits per second) and up to 150 feet from the 
access point. That access point, typically, was connected 
via a wire to another location where an internet connec-
tion existed. Today, however, we have much faster speeds. 
Those speeds, however, have brought with it challenges 

continued from previous page
not the least of which is the effective range let alone the 
number of devices trying to utilize the radio waves.

To put it simply, WiFi is a “shared resource” and as such, 
all the users (devices) have to cooperate with the use of the 
technology. As more devices use the channel, the busier 
the channel becomes and the slower it appears to be work-
ing. You can thing of WiFi as a highway. If you are the only 
one traveling on the Interstate going between Chicago and 
St. Louis you should be able to get there rather quickly and 
without other traffic to bother you. But, what happens 
when the road is clogged with holiday travelers? Yes, the 
time it may take will be longer in addition to running the 
risk of having an accident to deal with. The highway, like 
WiFi, is a shared resource.

The Realm of Cellular
Cellular voice and data, though digitized nowadays, is 
much like WiFi in that it is a shared resource. Though it is 
a line-of-sight communication method capable of reaching 
out miles instead of feet, it is plagued by some of the same 
issues. The main culprit is the number of users accessing 
a cell tower at any one time. The next issue has to do with 
immovable objects like buildings and trees. Then, if it rains 
and it is summer, the water droplets on the trees create a 
myriad of mirrors to bounce the signals even more wildly 
that in the dead of winter with a cloudless sky.

Cellular, also like WiFi, has been implemented in versions. 
With each version the attempt is to speed up communica-
tion or make it more reliable. Within months of this pub-
lication, the major cellular providers will start 
implementing the infrastructure to handle 
what will likely be called “5g” referring to 
“fifth generation”. It will take a while for 
this iteration to be implemented every-
where just as 4g and LTE took a while. 
On top of all of this, new equipment will 
be the only devices that can take advantage 
of this enhancement to personal communication.

Summing Up
This covers some of the basics of getting connected while 
traveling in your RV. For some of you it has been a review 
while, for others, it has probably been an education. Hope-
fully it helps with understanding what wireless is and what 
it is not.
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Diesel RV Club – Membership Enrollment Form
Mission Statement: We are a club for RV owners with an interest in diesel engines including how to maintain them, get maximum 
performance, and keep repair costs to a minimum. Rallies always include social activities and technical seminars and are conducted 
in all areas of the US. 

Membership in FMCA is required for full Diesel RV Club affiliation. 

Membership Type (check one):  [ ] Regular, provide FMCA Number ____________ [ ] ForumPlus 

Names:  ____________________   ____________________   ____________________   ____________________

 Pilot – First Pilot – Last Co-pilot – First  Co-pilot – Last

Mailing Address: ___________________________  _______________   ________   ________________

 Street/P.O. Box City State/Prov Postal Code

Shipping Address: __________________________  _______________   ________   ________________

 Street – no PO box please City State/Prov Postal Code

Phones:  _____________________   ____________________   _____________________

 Home or Office  Pilot’s Mobile Co-pilot’s Mobile

E-mail Addresses:  ______________________________________   _______________________________________

  Pilot Co-pilot

Occupations (if retired, former occupations):

______________________________________________   _______________________________________________

  Pilot Co-pilot

Emergency Contact: ___________________________   _________________   _________________________

  Name – normally not with you Telephone Relationship

Newsletter Delivery Choice (check one): Email Only [ ]  Postal Only [ ]  Email & Postal [ ]

Referred by Member:  __________________________________________

Your RV Information:

Coach Mfg: _____________  Model: ______________  Length: _______  Slides: ______  VIN: _______________

Engine Mfg:  ___________ Model: _____________ Rated HP: __________  Serial No: _____________

Make checks payable to Diesel RV Club and mail to:
 Diesel RV Club
 3916 Potsdam Ave. PMB #1107
 Sioux Falls, SD 57104-7048
Note: Please feel free to duplicate for other FMCA members who are interested 
in the Diesel RV Club Membership. PayPal payment option available on the 
Club website – www.dieselrvclub.org

----- FOR CLUB USE ONLY -----

Amount Received: $ ________

___/___/____  ___/___/____

Date Received Renewal Date

Check # ______  Cash _______

 Revised March 2015
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Valued Partner List
Independent Service Centers
Accelerated Diesel — Accelerated Diesel offers full service diesel engine and drive train repair. 

They have over 40 years combined experience with all diesel engines. Every 
coach receives a free vehicle inspection and coming soon, turnkey RV stor-
age. Show your membership card and get a 10% Discount on service (labor) provided at their location in 
Tyler, Texas at 12614 County Road 431.Phone: (903) 881-9765

Leisure Coachworks— 5% discount on parts and labor. Alfateers provides service for most major makes and models of 
motorhomes and other RVs. They offer a free RV wash and carpet shampoo with every qualified service. 
Services include upgrades, collision, accidental damage, and maintenance service. Fontana, CA.
www.leisurecw.com

Luxury Coach Service — extending a 15% discount on parts and labor to all DRVC members and associates. LCS is a conve-
nient, one-stop shop for all preventative RV repair and maintenance services on motor coaches from class 
C to luxury class A. Certified technicians, a 40-bay service facility and spacious parts department ensure 
your expectations will be met in a professional and timely fashion. Specializing in maintenance, upgrades, 
and remodeling. Luxury Coach Service is at 1750 E. Interstate 30 in Rockwall, TX 75087. Phone (972) 
771-6200..
www.luxurycoachservice.com

Oregon Motorcoach Center — Oregon Motorcoach Center offers a 10% discount on parts. Oregon Motorcoach Center 
specializes in RV restoration, renovation, custom van conversions, repairs and maintenance. Located at 
29417 Airport Rd, Eugene, OR 97402. Phone: 541-762-1505
www.oregonmotorcoachcenter.com

Premier Motor Coach Services — 10% discount on parts and labor. Premier Motor Coach Services (Tucson, AZ) is offering a 
10% discount on parts and service. Please note the new location conveniently located at I-10 & Exit 264 
(Palo Verde). 
www.premiermbs.com

RVincidents — 10% discount on parts and labor. An RV repair, body and paint specialty company in Nixa, MO. They provide 
high quality repair services for all types of RVs, buses and trailers.
www.rvincidents.net

Cummins/Onan Engine Owners
Cummins Power Club — If you are a DRVC member and own  an RV with a Cummins engine or an Onan Generator, it makes 

sense to be a club member. Members receive a 10% discount on Cummins Genuine Parts and Valvoline 
products. The discount also applies to service repairs and maintenance.
www.cumminspowerclub.com

Caterpillar Dealers
Carolina CAT — 10% discount on parts and labor up to a limit of $250. Caterpillar dealer in North Carolina with locations in 

Asheville, Charlotte, Greensboro, Monroe, and Statesville.
www.carolinacat.com

Cashman Equipment Co, — 10% discount on parts as well as a free chassis inspection. A Caterpillar dealer located in 
Henderson, NV. Telephone: 702-633-4621.
www.cashmanequipment.com/parts-service/service

Gregory Poole Equipment Co, — 10% discount on parts and labor. One of two Caterpillar certified Level 3 RV Service cen-
ters. North Carolina locations include Fayetteville, Garner and Mebane.
www.gregorypoole.com

MacAllister Power Systems — 10% discount on parts and labor. Caterpillar dealer throughout Indiana with locations in 
Indianapolis, Fort Wayne, Lafayette, South Bend, Terre Haute and Washington.
www.macallister.com/locations

continued on next page
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continued on next page

Mustang Caterpillar – Mustang Caterpillar is offering a 10% discount on parts and service. To receive this discount you must 
show your current Diesel RV Club Membership Card and let them know you want to take advantage of the 
10% discount. Mustang Caterpillar locations are conveniently located throughout Southeast Texas. 
www.mustangcat.com

Yancy Power Systems — 10% discount on parts and labor. Exclusive Caterpillar dealer serving Georgia with locations 
throughout the state. Please check website for service locations.
www.yanceybros.com/map

Mercedes-Benz (Sprinter Dealers)
Capital Eurocars — 10% discount on parts and labor. Mercedes-Benz dealer in Tallahassee, Florida offers a discount to 

owners of all Sprinter platform makes and models.
www.capitaleurocars.com

Mercedes-Benz of Arrowhead — 10% discount on parts and labor. Mercedes-Benz of Arrowhead in Peoria, Arizona offers a 
discount to owners of all Sprinter platform makes and models.
www.arrowheadmb.com

Mercedes-Benz of Danbury — 10% discount on parts and labor. Mercedes-Benz of Danbury, Connecticut offers a 
discount to owners of all Sprinter platform makes and models.
www.mercedesbenzofdanbury.com

Mercedes-Benz of Naples — 10% discount on parts and labor. Mercedes-Benz of Naples, Florida offers a discount to owners 
of all Sprinter platform makes and models.
www.mercedesbenznaples.com

Mercedes-Benz of Westminster — 10% discount on parts and labor. Mercedes-Benz of Westminster, Colorado offers a dis-
count to owners of all Sprinter platform makes and models.
www.mbwestminster.com

Freightliner Oasis Service Centers
ATC Freightliner — 10% discount on parts and labor. Freightliner Oasis Dealer, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

atcfreightliner.com
Orlando Freightliner — This Florida Freightliner dealership is an Oasis dealer offering a 10% discount on all parts and ser-

vice.
www.orlandofreightliner.com

Stoops Freightliner — 10% discount on parts and service. Freightliner Oasis dealer in New Haven, IN. Discount only at its 
New Haven, Indiana location.
www.stoops.com 

Truck Centers of Arkansas — Freightliner Oasis dealer offering 10% off on parts and service at its Springdale, 
Arkansas location.
www.truckcentersar.com

Truck Country of Decorah — Freightliner Oasis dealer offering 10% off on parts and service at its Decorah, Iowa location.
www.truckcountry.com/locations/decorah.cfm

RV Parts & Supplies
Boogey Lights — Boogey Lights offers a 10% discount on its Hi-Intensity LED lighting solutions designed for outdoor use on 

RVs when purchased online or by calling 800.847.1359.
http://www.BoogeyLights.com

Coach Supply Direct — Coach Supply is offering a 5% discount off their already competitive prices. The discount applies to all 
products listed on website.
www.coachsupplydirect.com

Valued Partner List
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MCD Innovations — MCD is offering a 10% discount on all shade purchases. They have a full line of day/night manual and 
power shades.
www.mcdinnovations.com

Mobileye Inc — Mobileye is offering Diesel RV Club members 10% off of the price of purchase and installation of its Colli-
sion Avoidance System. Members can download and print the Discount Coupon on the from the Mem-
bers Only section of our website then take it to a Mobileye Authorized Dealer. See Mobileye’s website or 
product information.
www.mobileye.com/us

O’Reilly Auto Parts — Members of Diesel RV Club may take advantage of a discount program with O’Reilly Auto Parts 
and their 3700 stores across the nation. Members must present their DRVC membership card containing an 
O’Reilly program number to receive the discount on back counter parts.

Proteng Distribution, Inc — offers a 10% discount on revolutionary fire suppression parts that protect motorhome systems 
and passengers from unnecessary harm due to fire and from the systems in place that were supposed to 
protect them. Proteng devices are designed to protect machinery, engines, computer systems, electronic 
equipment, and other high-value assets. They require no maintenance and function automatically. 561-
716-8364. 
proteng.com

RV Glass Solutions — RV Glass Solutions offers a 10% discount (a cap may apply) on service with a maximum of $75 per 
appointment. They have crews at FMCA Family Reunions as well as 2500 servicing locations across the US 
and Canada.
www.rvglasssolutions.com/about_us.html 

Other Types of Services
Overland Insurance Services — Get a free RV insurance quote online through Diesel RV Club and receive favorable treat-

ment from the premier supplier of affordable Recreational Vehicle insurance for over 40 years.
https://www.myrvquote.com/drv

RV Golf Club — RV Golf Club offers a 20% discount* on annual membership which offers free RV parking at golf courses and 
RV resorts with golf facilities all over North America. Members must use the link on the Diesel RV Club 
website to obtain the discount. (RV Golf Club will pay the Diesel RV Club a 20% referral fee for each mem-
bership.)
www.RVGolfClub.com

SkyMed — SkyMed picks up where other travel plans leave off providing air ambulance membership services, medical air 
evacuation, emergency travel services, travel insurance, and personal concierge services without co-pays, 
deductibles, or claim forms. As a member of DRVC, you receive an exclusive club discount from SkyMed’s 
menu of policies and options.
www.skymed.com

Valued Partner List
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http://www.leisurecw.com

RV Glass Solutions specializes in nationwide mobile 
RV windshield replacement. With one phone call, 
our experts will arrange for installation by a qualified 
motorhome glass technician at one of 2300 locations 
nationwide, ship your new RV windshield and take care 
of the insurance and billing details so you don’t have to. 
It’s that easy! We also offer side window repair at our 
Coburg, Oregon and Phoenix, Arizona Service Centers.

Expert windshield replacement…

…anywhere your travels take you.

INSURANCE SERVICESINSURANCE SERVICES

Any RV - Any Size
Any Time - Online

Overland Insurance has been a premier supplier of a�ordable 
Recreational Vehicle insurance for over 40 years.

Look no further when you want the best
RV insurance coverage at the lowest possible cost.

Let Overland Insurance Services prepare a customized
motor home or travel trailer insurance proposal .

You’ll be amazed how much coverage your
premium dollar will buy.

Get a Free RV Insurance Quote Online through DRVC!
https://www.myrvquote.com/drv


